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QUESTION ONE 
 
DAZER was a manufacturer and distributor of a popular whisky called "Firebomb. "Firebomb" 
known for its caramel color and distinctive bold flavor of cinnamon spice. "Firebomb" came in 
various sizes and had a distinct label on the front of the bottle of a red fire-breathing dragon-like 
creature. 

 
In order tobe able to sell the product at grocery stores and gas stations DAZER also sold a malt-
based version of "Firebomb" which had a lower alcohol content. Malt beverages unlike distilled 
liquors such as whisky can be sold at over 170,000 stores across the nation that are allowed to sell 
beer and wine but not spirits. 

 
Both bottles have a red cap, a yellow label with the word "Firebomb" and the logo of the creature.  
The malt beverage describes the contents: 

 
"NATURAL WHISKY AND OTHER CINNAMON FLAVORS" 

 
along with its slogan: 

 
"TASTES LIKE HEAVEN, BURNS LIKE HELL" 

 
In order to maintain the caramel color in the malt beverage DAZER added a Red Dye Color #40 
that was not used in the distilled liquor that obtained the color naturally. While an alternative 
natural food coloring could have been used by DAZER, Red Dye#40 was $2.00 cheaper per bottle 
than the natural food coloring and allowed for more uniform color. Firebomb sold for $20.00 per 
standard bottle. 

 
Paula bought a bottle of "Firebomb" at a local gas station. She took it to a party her friend was 
having that evening. She handed it to the host who placed the bottle on the home bar with the 
other liquor bottles available for the guests at the party. 

 
PAT saw the "Firebomb" bottle and instantly recognized it from the packaging as one of his 
favorite distilled liquors. He poured himself a large glass of the 
beverage over ice and consumed it tasting the recognizable fiery cinnamon flavor. 

 
Immediately after consuming the drink, PAT began to feel ill. He developed severe burning 
gastrointestinal distress and hives formed on his skin and he had difficulty breathing.  PAT was 
rushed to the hospital where it was discovered in a blood test that he suffered from Red Dye 
Color #40 allergic reaction. 

 
PAT  SUES  DAZER. PLEASE DISCUSS ALL POSSIBLE ISSUES THAT PAT 
CAN BRING AGAINST DAZER UNDER PRODUCTS LIABILITY ONLY. 

 

******   
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QUESTION  TWO 
 
PERRY was a former member of the royal family of the Kingdom of Breetan. PERRY had 
previously held the auspicious title of "Prince Perry" until his departure from the royals, and 
since then he was delegated to simply: "Duke of Tussex".  PERRY also departed the Kingdom 
of Breetan and decided to live in small coastal village in the United States as "common folk" 
alongside his wife PEGAN.  PEGAN was a former Hollywood actress who had left the film 
industry to marry PERRY. 

 
Recently, PERRY had discovered a small sticky-mini microphone outside of his home's window. 
The microphone had recorded a week's long set of conversations PERRY had with his wife 
PEGAN about intimate details of their family life. 

 
One week later a tabloid newspaper named the DAILYin Breetan ran an article under the 
following headline: 

 
"Duke of Tussex Decides Its Too Emotionally Damaging to Have a Third Child in 
The Light of The Destructive Treatment by The Royal Family." 

 
The article goes on to say that a source close to the couple has revealed that PEGAN while 
pregnant with her third child decides to terminate the pregnancy and the article also publishes an 
actual recent medical record from a visit over six months ago with her doctor that reveals she 
received medication for an infection. In the record is noted in the record simply by the words 
"third child." 

 
PERRY reads the article and immediately recognizes it as part of the conversations he has that 
week with his wife PEGAN when he found the microphone. Both recognize the medical record 
as well that had been shredded and placed in the garbage outside their home. 

 
The couple has in fact been contemplating a third child, that PEGAN discussed with her doctor. 
However, PEGAN had never actually been pregnant with a third child had not been 
contemplating terminating any pregnancy. 

 
A U.S. based healthcare company specializing in pregnancy rights called PLANNED 
PREGNANCY reads the article in the DAILY and decides to add PEGAN's photo on the.ir 
logo with the caption "You have choices." 

 
As a result of the article and the logo, both PERRY and PEGAN are stripped of their titles of 
Duke and Duchess of Tussex by the royal family. 

 

1.  PERRY bring a suit against the DAILY for Defamation and Invasion of Privacy only. 
Discuss. 

 
2.  PEGAN brings a suit against PLANNED PREGNANCY for  Invasion of_Privacy only. 

Discuss. 
 

***** 
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QUESTION THREE 
 

PETER operates a chicken farm on land he owns in Fresno. PETER's chickens roam free over 
a large field because they remained healthier. PETER had a contract to sell chickens to "Fancy 
Grocery" all summer long. PETER got the contract with "Fancy Grocery" because his chickens 
were healthy. PETER's agreement with "Fancy Grocery" had to be renewed each year. 

 
DAVID also had a chicken business. DAVID was envious of the contract that PETER had with 
"Fancy Grocery". DAVID wanted to sell his chickens to "Fancy Grocery" because they paid 
premium prices. DAVID bought some grain and laced it with a chemical that he thought would 
make chickens sick. DAVID drove to PETER's chicken farm one night. Although it was late, there 
was still plenty of 
light, and DAVID could see the chickens roaming around the field. 

 
DAVID cut a hole in the fence around the field and began spreading the contaminated grain on the 
ground all over the field. DAVID also knew that PETER had a pet rooster and noticed that 
PETER's rooster was eating the grain as were the chickens. 

 
The next morning, DAVID told the manager at "Fancy Grocery" that he had heard that PETER 
was a careless chicken farmer and that PETER's chickens had the chicken plague, a disease that 
makes the chickens taste bad when they are cooked. The chicken plague is very hard to eradicate 
from a farm. DAVID offered to sell his chickens to "Fancy Grocery". The manager did not want to 
take a chance that the chickens he was going to buy were going to taste bad, so he called PETER 
and told him that he was not going to take delivery of any more chickens. 

 
PETER went out to the field immediately to check on his chickens. All of the chickens including his 
rooster were dead. PETER eventually gave up chicken farming because no one would buy his chickens 
anymore. 

 
NOT INCLUDING DEFAMATION, DISCUSS ALL CLAIMS THAT PETER MIGHT 
HAVE AGAINST DAVID. 

 

******    
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TORTS SP2023 QUESTION #1 
 

 

PATv.DAZER 

 
ID#  _ 

 
 

EXAM PRESENTATION (TOTAL POINTS AVAILABLE= 10) 
 

Poor Excellent 
 

NEATNESS/ORGANIZATION 0 1 2  3  4   5    
LAWYER-LIKE 0 1 2 3 4  5  

 
DISCUSSION OF  ISSUES (TOTAL POINTS AVAILABLE = 90) 

 
 
 
 

I.  STRICT  PRODUCTS LIABILITY 
(DEFECT IN DESIGN/INADEQUATE WARNINGS, DBCD, 
CONSUMER EXPECTATION TEST & FEASIBLE ALTERNATIVES) 

 
30 POINTS = FULL DISCUSSION 
15  POINTS= PARTIAL DISCUSSION 

 
II.  DEFENSES TO STRICT PRODUCT LIABILITY 

(AIR, CONTRIB/COMP. NETG) 
 

10 POINTS= FULL DISCUSSION 
5 POINTS= PARTIAL DISCUSSION 

 
III.  NEGLIGENCE in Products Liability 

(DUTY, BREACH, CAUSATION, DAMAGES) 
 

20 POINTS =FULL DISCUSSION 
10 POINTS= PARTIAL DISCUSSION 

 
IV.   DEFENSES TO NEGLIGENCE 

(C/N, COMP. NEG. AND AIR) 
 

10 POINTS = FULL DISCUSSION 
5 POINTS= PARTIAL DISCUSSION 

 
V.  WARRANTY (Express & Implied) (Including defenses) 

 
15 POINTS = FULL DISCUSSION 

7 POINTS= PARTIAL DISCUSSION 
 

VI.  MISREPRESENTATION 
 

5 POINTS =FULL DISCUSSION 
2 POINTS= PARTIAL DISCUSSION 

 

 
 

TOTAL SCORE:............................................................... 
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QUESTION ONE 
 
 

DAZER was a manufacturer  and distributor  of a popular whisky called '1Firebomb]. 
"Firebomb" known for its caramel color and distinctive bold flavor of cinnamon 
spice. "Firebomb" came in various sizes and had a distinct label on the front of the 
bottle of a red fire-breathing  dragon-like reaturel. 

 

In order to be able to sell the product at grocery stores and gas stations DAZER 
also sold a malt-based version of "Firebomb" which had a lower alcohol content. 
Malt beverages unlike distilled liquors such as whisky can be sold at over 170,000 
toreacross the nation that areallowedto s ll beer andwine but notspirits. 

 

Both bottles have a red cap, a yellow label with the word "Firebomb" and the logo 
of the creature.  The malt beverage  describes the contents: 

 

"NATURAL WHISKY AND OTHER CINNAMON  FLAVORS" 
 

along with its slogan: 
 

"TASTES  LIKE HEAVEN, BURNS LIKE HELL" 
 

In order to maintain the caramel color in the malt beverage  DAZER added a Red 
JDye] Color #40 that was not used in the distilled liquor that obtained the color 
naturally. While an alternative natural food coloring could have been used by 
DAZER, Red Dye#40 was $2.00 cheaper per bottle than the natural food coloring 
nd! allowed for more uniform color.Firebomb sold for $20,00 per bottle  on 
[average[. 

 

Paula bought a bottle of "Firebomb" at a local gas station. She took it to a party 
her friend was having that evening. She handed it to the host who placed the 
bottle on the home bar with the other liquor bottles available for the guests at the 
lpartyj. 

 

PAT saw the ''Firebomb" bottle and instantly recognized it from the packaging  as 
lone! of his favorite distilled liqu()rs, He poured himself a largglass of the 
beverage  over ice and consumed  it tasting the recognizable fiery cinnamon flavor. 

 

Immediately  after consuming the drink, PAT began to feel ill. He developed 
everej burning gastrointestinal distress and hives formed on his skin and he had 
difficulty breathing.  PAT was rushed to the hospital where it was discovered in a 
blood test that he suffered from Red Dye Color #40 allergic !reaction!. 

 
 

PAT SUES DAZER. PLEASE DISCUSS ALL POSSIBLE  ISSUES THAT PAT 
CAN BRING AGAINST  DAZER UNDER PRODUCTS LIABILITY ONLY. 

[   Commented [BS1]:Firebomb is a product that is sold by a  i 
[     manufacturer and distributor named DAZER and placed into   [ 

i the stream of commerce by selling it atconvenience stores.   ' 
 

ꞏ:  Commented [BS2]:Firebomb may be liable for 

i Misrepresentation of product by usingthe exact same label,  [ 

i packaging and logo on its bottles made of different  ' 
[     ingredients. 

 
ꞏ[ Commented [BS3]:Firebomb has a design defect in that      \ 

i it does not let the consumer notice that the different  bottles  ] 

i do not contain actual whisky but malt beverage that is 

i colored with an non-natural food coloring. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[  Commented [BS4]:Firebomb makes an express warranty    1 

[    in that it states that themalt beverage is made with natural 

L':"hisky:l::_ lso states as --':':'  a.- !y_that it will burn like hell. 
! 

[   Commented [BSS]:Discuss Consumer Expectation Test 
'  and -Feasible Alternatives as to the Red Dye#40 vs. natural 
i coloring ingredients. Discuss labeling the product to 

\    distinguish it from the whisky only product. 

lCom   ;dlBSS]: DAZER wantto lower cost of product  ' 

i and uses a Red Dye#40 that is not used:in the whisky only 
[version. Oiscussꞏdesign:de(e... 

 

' Commented [BS7]:Discuss causation. ts there a break in 
[ the causal link between actual purchase',h st and then Pat 
i as finalperson harmed? Is this akin to the Squib case? J 
i=••OO OOHoo o -'····=••••• •••••=••••o ••=•••:• •••= ---··=· ·- ·======== =====.=.-"\=• 

ꞏ: Commented [BS8]:Paula buying the product,handing it 

! to a host and thenꞏPat ultimately being harm is to discuss 

for s ea_ !."_us  r(con: rner  s lai tiff:_ .  ........" 

ꞏ Commented [BS9]:Discuss Failure to Warn consumer 

: that the malt version does not have natural only 
1      ingredients. 

f Commented [8510];Pat is injured by.Firebomb as he 

I suffers an allergic reaction to the Red Dye#40. 



QUESTION  TWO-  

TORTS SP2023 
QUESTION #2 ꞏ ꞏ

 ID#  _ 
 

PERRY v. THE DAILY NEWS 
& PEYGAN v. PLANNED PREGNANCY 

 

EXAM PRESENTATION (TOTAL POINTS AVAILABLE= 10) 
 

Poor  Excellent 
 

NEATNESS/ORGANIZATION 0 1 2  3  4   5    
 

LAWYER-LIKE 
 

0 1 2  3  4   5    

 

DISCUSSION OF ISSUES (TOTAL POINTS AVAILABLE= 90) 
 
 
 

PERRY v. THE DAILY NEWS 
 

I.  DEFAMATION (PUBLIC FIGURE  t 5T AMENDMENT, 
PUBLIC OR PRIVATE CONCERN & DEFENSES) 

 
30 POINTS=FULL DISCUSSION 
15 POINTS=PARTIAL DISCUSSION 

 
IT. INVASIONOFPRIVACY: 

INTRUSION INTO SECLUSION 
 

10 POINTS= FULL DISCUSSION 
5 POINTS= PARTIAL DISCUSSION 

 
Ill.  INVASIONOFPRIVACY: 

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE OF PRIVATE EMBARASSING FACTS & DEFENSES 
 

10 POINTS =FULL DISCUSSION 
5 POINTS= PARTIAL DISCUSSION 

 
IV.  INVASION OF PRIVACY: 

FALSE LIGHT & DEFENSES 
 

10 POINTS = FULL DISCUSSION 
5 POINTS= PARTIAL DISCUSSION 

PEYGANv.PLANNEDPREGNANCY 

V.  INVASION OF PRIVACY: 
COMMERCIAL MISAPPROPRIATION OF NAME AND/OR LIKENESS & DEFENSES 

 
15 POINTS= FULL DISCUSSION 
10 POINTS= PARTIAL DISCUSSION 

 
VI.  INVASIONOFPRIVACY: 

FALSE LIGHT & DlEFENSES 
 

15POINTS =FULL DISCUSSION 
5 POINTS= PARTIAL DISCUSSION 

 
 



 
TOTAL SCORE:............................................................... 



 

 
 
 
 
 

QUESTION   TWO 
 
 

PERRY was a former member of the royal family of the Kingdom of Breetan. 
!PERRY[ had previously  held the auspicious  title of "Prince Perry" until his 
departure from the royals, and since then he was delegated to simply: "Duke of 
Tussex".  PERRY also departed the Kingdom of Breetan and decided to live in 
small coastal village in the United States as "common folk" alongside his wife 
PEGAN.   PEGAN was a former Hollywood  actress who had left the film industry 
to marry PERRY. 

 

Recently, PERRY had discovered a small sticky-mini microphone  outside of his 
lhome's1,window. The microphone had recorded a week's long setof conversations 
PERRY had with his wife PEGAN about intimate details of their family life. 

 

One week later a tabloid newspaper  named the DAILY_in Breetan ran an article 
Iundethe  following headline: 

 

"Duke of Tussex Decides Its Too Emotionally  Damaging to Have a Third Child in 
The Light of The Destructive Treatment by The Royal Fami'Yf" 

 

The article goes on to say that a source close to the couple has revealed that 
PEGAN while pregnant with her third child decides to terminate the pregnancy 
and the article also publishes  an actual recent medical record from a visit over six 
jmonthsjagowith her doctor that reveals she received medication foraninfection. 
In the record is noted in the record simply by the words "third child." 

 

PERRY reads the article and immediately  recognizes it as part of the 
conversations  he has that week with his wife PEGAN when he found the 
microphone. Both recognize the medical record as well that had been shredded 
and placed in the garbage outside theirhomej. 

 

The couple has in fact been contemplating a third child, that PEGAN discussed  ꞏ 
with her doctor. However,  PEGAN had never actually been pregnant with a third 
child had not been contemplating terminating  any pregnancy. 

 

A U.S. based healthcare  company  specializing  in pregnancy  rights called 
!PLANNED[ PREGNANCY rE)ads the article inthe DAILY and decides to add 
PEGAN's photo on their logo with the caption "You have choices." 

 

As a result of the article and the logo, both PERRY and PEGAN are stripped of 
their titles of Duke and Duchess of Tussex by the royal family,. 

 
 

1.  PERRY bring a suit against the DAILY  for Defamation and Invasion of 
Privacy only. Discuss. 

 
2.  PEGAN brings a suit against PLANNED PREGNANCY for Invasion of 

Privacy only. Discuss.

 
Commented [8511]:Establishing  whether  Perry is a 
public figure and whether  his retreat from the royal family 
would change  his status. Is Perry still newsworthy. 
Establishing that  his wife Peggan, is also a public figure in 
her own right as a former  Hollywood celebrity. 

 

 
 
 
! Commented [8512]:The sticky microphone is an 
' Intrusion into Seclusion.Discuss whether or not a physical 
1      invasion is needed. Is window of a private home sufficient? 

 
1   Commented [8513]:Defendant is a media defendant in 
\    thaHt ꞏis a newspaper. Held to a Constitutional standards of 
\       fault and falsity.  ' 

...................,,.=( 

[ Commented [8514]:Defamatory statement regarding 

! Perry in that it discusses false statement of his wife 
ꞏ terminating a third pregnancy and implying it was due to 
[   treatment by royal family. Published to third party (all 
[  buyers or readers of the article], of or concerning Perry- 
! yes. As it names him as Duke otrussex. Damages are that 
[    Perry and Pegan lost their titles of Duke and Duchess of 
i Tussex.  , 
======-=-======= ==-==-==-J 
! Commented [8515]:Publishing the medical record that 
[      states Megan has an infection' could go to libel per se. 

! Commented [8516]:False light as it paints Pegan as 

.!lolng to her doctor  to terminate her third   = 11a  X:  < 
! Commented [8517]:Public Disclosure of Private Facts. By   ! 
i publish an actual medical record, the Daily published very  ꞏ 

[   pri  .1:E!i !.?.'.:  ti?.J1i?•..h:.!>.  ljc .?.main. 

 
 
r--ꞏ-ꞏꞏ 

[    Commented [8518]:Planned Pregnancy can be found 
i liable for Commercial Misappropriatioof Name and/or 
\        likeness for using Pegan's photo without consentꞏand 
[  attributing that she had"a hoice". 

l Formatted:Font: Not Italic, Font color. Text 1 



TORTS SP2023 QUESTION #3  ID#  _ 
 

PETER v. DAVID 
 

EXAM PRESENTATION (TOTAL POINTS AVAILABLE= 10) 
 

Poor Excellent 
 

NEATNESS/ORGANIZATION 0 1 2  3  4   5   
LAWYER-LIKE 0 1 2 3 4  5

 

DISCUSSION OF ISSUES (TOTAL POINTS AVAILABLE= 90) 
 
 

ECONOMIC HARMS: 
 

I.  INDUCEMENT OF BREACH OF CONTRACT 
& DEFENSES 

 
25 POINTS=FULL DISCUSSION 

 
12  POINTS=PARTIAL DISCUSSION 

 
II.  INTERFERENCE WITH PROSPECTIVE BUSINESS ADVANTAGE 

& DEFENSES 
 

25 POINTS=FULL DISCUSSION 

12  POINTS=PARTIAL DISCUSSION 

III.  UNFAIR COMPETITION 
&DEFENSES 

 
25   POINTS=FULL DISCUSSION 

 
12   POINTS=PARTIAL DISCUSSION 

 
INTENTIONAL  TORTS: 

 
IV.  TRESPASS TO LAND/DEFENSES 

 
5 POINTS = FULL DISCUSSION 

 
2 POINTS= PARTIAL DISCUSSION 

V. TRESPASS TO CHATTEL/DEFENSES 

5  POINTS = FULL DISCUSSION 
 

2  POINTS= PARTIAL DISCUSSION 
 

VI.  CONVERSION/DEFENSES 
 

5 POINTS =FULL DISCUSSION 
 

2 POINTS= PARTIAL DISCUSSION 
 

 
TO.TAL SCORE:................................................................. 



 
QUESTION THREE 

 
 

PETER operates a chicken farm on land he owns in Fresno. PETER's chickens 
roam free over a large field because  they remained healthier. PETER had a 
contract to sell chickens to "Fancy Grocery" all summer long. PETER got the 
contract with "Fancy Grocery" because  his chickens were healthy. PETER's 
agreement  with "Fancy Grocery" had to be renewed each year. 

 

DAVID also had a chicken business. DAVID was envious of the contract that 
PETER had with "Fancy Grocery". DAVID wanted to sell his chickens to "Fancy 
Grocery" because they paid premium prices. DAVID bought some grain and laced 
jiwith a chemical that he thqught would make chickens  sick. DAVID drove to 
PETER's chicken farm one night. Although it was late, there was still plenty of 
light, and DAVID could see the chickens  roaming around the field. 

 
DAVID cut a hole in the fence around the field and began spreading the 
contaminated  grain on the ground all over the field. DAVID also knew that PETER 
had a pet rooster and noticed that PETER's rooster was eating the grain as were 
hej chickens. 

 
The next morning, DAVID told the manager  at "Fancy Grocery" that he had heard 
that PETER was a careless chicken farmer and that PETER's  chickens had the 
!chicken! plague, a disease that makes the  chickenstaste bad when they are 
cooked. The chicken plague is very hard to eradicate from a farm. DAVID offered 
to sell his chickens to "Fancy Grocery". The manager  did not want to take a 
chance that the chickens he was going to buy were going to taste bad, so he 
called PETER and told him that he was not going to take delivery of any more 
chickens. 

 
PETER went out to the field immediately to check on his chickens. All of h 
chickens were dead. PETER eventually gave up chicken farming because no one 
would buy his chickens anymore. 

 

 
 
 
i     Commented [8519]:Interference with Contract by David   1 

: knowing about  Peter's contract for sale of chickens to Fancy  i 
1      Grocery and by intentionally poisoning Peter's chickens so      ꞏ 
!  that  Peter cannot fulfill the contract.  : 

 
 
 
 

Commented [8520]:Trespass to land  by cutting hole in 
fence, going onto  Peter's Ia rid and spreading contaminated 

 

 

rꞏ mented'iB.S21i -  f -;    rl i-  -discussion. 
'  While David attempted to:poison Peter's chickens, he was 
' not sure they were dead yet. In the meantime,che 
i      approached Fan(y Grocery and made fraudulent 
; representations about Peter's chickens that theyꞏhad the 
! chicken plague. 
 
 
,r" OOOOOoooooooooooooo••-•••••..omooooo        -.ooMo--•o••ooo-••••--•-••--OOOOoooooo-•oOOO 

!,    Commented [8522]:Trespass to chattel and Conversion. 
i   By poisoning the chickens, David is liable for Trespass to 
!  Chattel. The death of the chickens makes David liable for 
\    Conversion. 
\........ ꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏꞏ    ......... ) 

 
NOT INCLUDING DEFAMATION, DISCUSS ALL CLAIMS THAT PETER MIGHT 
HAVE AGAINST DAVID. 
























































